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1
Backpacking is an outdoor activity that 

combines hiking with basic backcountry 

camping and allows you to broaden your 

horizons beyond the first-time camping 

ground for a more immersive and richer out-

door experience. One thing that sets back-

packing apart from hiking is the size of the 

pack you carry on. They are usually massive 

considering that they carry all the needed 

essentials to make life bearable while in the 

great outdoors. As such, it is advisable that 

you choose your backpack and your back-

packing essentials with care if you want to 

enjoy an out-of-this-world experience during 

your trip.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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GETTING READY FOR A BACKPACKING TRIP

2GETTING 
READY FOR A 

BACKPACKING 
TRIP

When preparing to go for a backpacking trip, there are a couple of things that you need to plan 

for first. Here are some tips for you to consider:

 1.  Choose easy and nearby destinations: overnight hikes that are close to home are the  

     best.

 2. Get essential clothing and gear: scrounge or borrow gear to save money.

 3. Get ready for the trip: condition your body if you plan on hiking with a fully-loaded   

     pack; brush up on ‚ “Leave-No-Trace” principles; get your permits.

 4. Plan your food: go for just-add-water meals (available at most local REIs) or opt for an  

     easy-to-cook option at your local grocery stores. Also, consider packing plenty of 

     snacks to serve as trail fuel.

If you know a friend experienced at backpacking, then consider inviting them along and ask them 

to be your guide. Nevertheless, backpacking is something that you can do on your own and that 

is the focus of this guide. It is still advisable that you bring a friend along regardless of their back-

packing experience because that will make your trip safer and fun. 
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 BACKPACKING DESTINATIONS

The most advisable thing to do when choos-

ing a destination, especially if you are a 

first-timer, is to lean more on the “easy” side. 

If the option you go for is too hard, it could 

make up for a very miserable experience. If it 

is easy, then you have more time to explore 

and discover the area around your camp. If 

you are going backpacking for the very first 

time, here are some tips for you to consider: 

• Consult experienced backpackers: REI store staff and hiking club members don’t 

mind offering recommendations. Hiking guidebooks, available in local REI stores, are 

a great option too since they provide detailed information about specific hiking loca-

tions and routes.

• Pick a location near home: If you want to enjoy more time hiking instead of driving, 

then go for a backpacking location that is near home. This way, you will have enough 

hours to reach camp before it gets dark.

• A few miles round trip is ok: Plan for short distances, shorter than typical day hikes 

since walking with a heavy pack will harder and much slower.

• Go for well-established camps and well-traveled trails: It is a good thing to have 

backcountry campers and hikers nearby. This way, you not only have some company, 

but you also have people who can help you out should you run into some difficulties. 

• Choose a location that’s near water: If your water source is a large river or lake, you 

should be alright. Since springs and streams sometimes dry up, it is advisable that 

you double check with hiking grounds management before relying on smaller water 

sources.

3BACKPACKING
DESTINATIONS
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BACKPACKING DESTINATIONS

• Consider leaving your kids and pets with friends or family: If this is your first back-

packing trip, it is advisable that you go without your kids and pets. Though they are 

fun to have around, their presence during a backpacking excursion could complicate 

things a bit. 

• Backpack during summer: Unless the place you intend to go backpacking is one 

where fire danger or extreme heat can be an issue, consider going during mid-sum-

mer to capitalize on daylight hours and to increase your odds of enjoying more favor-

able conditions. Check forecasts and do not hesitate to turn back or cancel should a 

storm set in. 

• Go for “walk-in” camping grounds: some national and state parks have camping 

grounds that within a mile of a car camping ground. Such options are an excellent 

way to switch to backpacking.
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A.) Gear to Bring Backpacking

When backpacking, consider renting or bor-

rowing the priciest items like sleeping bags, 

pads and tents if you want to keep your in-

vestment low.  However, there are things con-

sidered to be personal gear like boots and 

packs that you should buy and not borrow 

because they have to fit you well.

Since you have to carry a lot of things and they all have to fit in your pack, the gear you get 

should be as compact and lightweight as possible. That is why, except for a few exceptions, it 

is not practical to re-purpose car camping gear. Also, keep in mind that you will be splitting up 

some gear like pots, stoves, and tents if you go hiking with a friend. Here is a look at some of the 

essential items you will need when planning a backpacking trip:

• Tent: If you are going backpacking with a friend, then go for a two-person tent since 

it is more economical and weighs less than two separate one-person tents. Make sure 

that the tent you go for is rated for three seasons that is fall, summer, and spring, 

instead of four seasons ones since they are designed for mountaineering, which makes 

them more expensive.

ESSENTIAL BACKPACKING CLOTHING AND GEAR

4ESSENTIAL 
BACKPACKING 

CLOTHING AND 
GEAR
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ESSENTIAL BACKPACKING CLOTHING AND GEAR

• Backpack: If you borrow a pack, make sure that you try it out first to see if it fits com-

fortably. Load about 30 pounds of an assorted list of items and go for on test hike. If it 

is comfortable on your hips and shoulders, it should work for you just fine. However, if 

you decide to purchase a pack, request your local REI pack specialist to measure your 

torso to get a pack that fits you. Avoid ultralight models, especially if you are a first-

time backpacker as it will have lesser supportive structures and fewer pads than deluxe 

models. If you are determined to minimize weight, then go for ultralight sleeping pads, 

sleeping bags, and tents. 

• Sleeping bag: If you opt to buy a bag, then take the time to consider the advantages 

and disadvantages of synthetic fill and down fill bags, factoring the weather conditions 

you will likely encounter. If it is your first bag, then a synthetic sleeping bag is a good 

option since it is quite versatile and more affordable than down fill sleeping bags.

• Sleeping pad: Cushioning and insulation are both crucial to enjoy a good night of 

sleep when camping outdoors. That is why you cannot take pool floats and expect 

to stay warm and comfy through the night. If you opt to buy a sleeping pad, consider 

what each (insulated air pads, self-inflating pads, and closed-cell foam pads) has to 

offer. If you don’t mind sleeping on super-firm surfaces, then closed cell pads can save 

you a lot of money and weight. But if you want some comfort, then self-inflating pads 

are a good compromise between value and comfort.

• Stove: If you have a single-burner stove weighing less than one pound, it should do 

if this is your first backpacking excursion. However, if you choose to buy one, take the 

time to consider the fuel types the different stoves use before choosing one. Most peo-

ple go for gas-canister stoves as they are easy to use and affordable. Whatever kind of 

stove you get, make sure that you don’t forget to pack a full bottle or canister of the 

right fuel.
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ESSENTIAL BACKPACKING CLOTHING AND GEAR

• Water treatment: The most pristine-looking sources of water can still hide things you 

would rather not drink, so it is wise to treat the water you use in the wilds. You could 

borrow a water filter from a friend, but a more straightforward, ultralight option would 

be chemical treatment - drops or tablets you add to your bottle to purify water. 

• Kitchen Supplies: You can save a ton of money by scrounging well camping gear 

from a local thrift shop or your kitchen. The important thing is that you carry along just 

enough cups, plates, pans and pots to cook and eat all of your planned meals. Also, 

bring along some biodegradable soap and a small sponge for washing your dishes ad-

visably away from water sources and camp. Also, don’t forget to carry a small towel.

B.) Clothes to Carry When Backpacking

There is no need to go and buy unique hiking clothes if this is your very first backpacking excur-

sion. All you need to do is to sift through your fitness wear and choose clothing that is made of 

quick-drying, moisture-wicking fabrics such as polyester and nylon. Avoid cotton clothing as it 

slurps up water and will take a longer time to dry when it gets wet and this could chill you, some-

thing that could lead to you becoming hypothermic.

Backpacking clothing is grouped into layers. Here is a look:

• Next-to-the-skin base layers: Also known as long underwear, next to skin layers are 

important considering that warm days could end with very cold nights.

• Hiking layers: Includes T-shirts, sun hat, sun shirt, nylon pants

• Rainwear: Includes breathable and waterproof jackets, rain pants. It is worth remem-

bering that rainwear is quite effective at preventing mosquito bites. 

• Insulation: Includes warm hats, gloves, lightweight fleece pullover, and puffy jackets 

or vest.
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ESSENTIAL BACKPACKING CLOTHING AND GEAR

The great thing about layering is that it allows you to adapt to changing weather con-

ditions quickly. At the same time, it enables you to put up a robust clothing defense 

against a storm that moves in suddenly, bringing rainy and cold weather.

If you own a pair of yoga leggings or athletic tights, these can work very well as your 

hiking pants or base layers. However, worn as pants, they will not offer stash pockets 

and are more susceptible to rock abrasions and brush snags than regular hiking pants. 

C.) Shoes to Bring with You Backpacking

Considering that your feet play a crucial role throughout the backpacking trip, footwear should 

be the number one item on your priorities list. Some backpackers prefer wearing boots that pro-

vide over-the-ankle support, and others prefer lighter weight trail running shoes. The most im-

portant thing, however, is to ensure that the type of shoe you go for is well broken-in before you 

head out. Wear synthetic or wool socks and consider bringing an extra pair of ultralight water 

sandals or shoes for wearing around camp.

Other Essentials to Carry

Other things to carry along with you during a backpacking trip include:

• Sunscreen

• Lip balm

• Bug juice 

• A whistle 

• A cellphone

• A Headlamp

• A watch

• A first-aid kit 

• A toothbrush and biodegradable

   toothpaste

• Biodegradable cleansing wipes

• Hand sanitizer 

• Menstrual products

• A multitool or knife 

• Duct tape

• Cash, credit cards, license, and

   permits 

• A bear canister (if needed)

• A fire starter (to start an emergency 

   survival fire with)
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ESSENTIAL BACKPACKING CLOTHING AND GEAR

D.) Backpacking Food

For overnight backpacking trips, plan for breakfast, a couple of lunches and dinner. Freeze-dried 

foods are the lightest and most convenient option for entrées - all you need to do is add boiling 

water. However, these are generally pricey. To save money, consider visiting your local grocery. 

However, avoid getting perishables like eggs since you won’t have a cooler to store them in.

It is advisable that you avoid canned foods as they are too heavy. Also, try and accurately plan 

the amount of food you will eat since an excess amount of food will add bulk and weight to your 

backpack. However, consider carrying extra food just in case you stay an extra day out in the 

wilds. Here is a look at specific meal plans for backpacking trips:

- Dinner: Go for all-in-one meals/foods like packaged rice entrées or noodle. For 

boxed meals, remove the food and place it in a plastic bag.

- Snacks and lunches: Carry along high-protein, high-calories trail mix and energy 

bars to bite during the day since backpacking will burn a lot of metabolic fuel. Make 

things easy by making lunch a trail-side affair. Other lunch options when backpacking 

includes jerky, nuts, dried fruits, and bagels.

- Breakfast: Breakfast may range from cooked entrées to hot oatmeal to three or so 

breakfast bars. However, you’ll have to weigh your options. Start your day fueled and 

warmed up or hitting the hiking trail early. If you cannot go without having your favorite 

caffeinated beverage, the simplest option would be a tea bags or an instant coffee mix.
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WILDLIFE PRECAUTIONS

When backpacking, remember always to avoid coming in-between larger mammals and their 

young ones. At night, make sure that all your food is secured and that scented products are 

kept away from camp. You can do this by putting your personal belongings in an extra stuff 

bag and hanging it from a high tree branch using a nylon cord. Optionally, you could use bear 

canisters to store your things even if your main aim is to keep rodents from stealing your food.

5WILDLIFE
PRECAUTIONS
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PREPARING FOR YOUR BACKPACKING TRIP
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o enjoy a successful backpacking trip, take 

the necessary steps to ensure that you are 

mentally, logistically, and physically ready. 

Here are some tips for you to consider:

• Getting ready physically: While you do not 

have to train as though you are going for a 

high-altitude marathon, short trips can still 

be quite physically demanding. It is, there-

fore, advisable that you prepare by going 

on several day hikes with a similar elevation 

gain and distance as your planned back-

packing trip, so you are physically ready to 

take on the challenge when the day comes. 

Consider making a few pre-backpacking 

trips of similar difficulty while wearing a 

pack loaded with over 30 pounds of items 

to condition your body. 

• Get ready mentally: Get familiar with your 

gear beforehand. Fire up the stove, pitch 

your tent and filter a few gallons of water 

before heading out. Learning compass and 

map navigation and basic first aid is also ad-

visable. The good thing though is that both 

of these skills will still be handy beyond 

going backpacking trips. 
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• Figure out the logistics: Apart from plan-

ning how you will get to and from your 

backpacking destination, you’ll also need to 

make sure that you have all necessary per-

mits. Most of the popular destinations will 

likely require them. Therefore, check with 

your local land management board to know 

what is needed. These agencies are also a 

great place to learn more about fire restric-

tions, trail conditions, and other valuable 

information. 

• Create and leave an extra trip plan with 

a family member or friend: Include all the 

details about where you are going and when 

you plan on getting back. This way should 

the need arise, they will be able to alert the 

relevant authorities.

• Pack early: Do not wait until the night 

before to start loading your backpack. Do a 

pre-trip pack loading a few days prior and 

weigh it to make sure that you do not over-

do it. Remember, your backpack should not 

weigh more than 20% of your body weight. 

If it weighs more than that, consider the 

things you can do without and leave them 

at home. 

PREPARING FOR YOUR BACKPACKING TRIP
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7CONCLUSION The success of your backpacking trip will 

be determined by how well you plan and 

prepare. By following the advice and tips 

provided here, you should have an easy time 

planning for and enjoying your upcoming 

backpacking trip. All the best and happy 

adventures!
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

1. ONYX Movement Torsion Paddle Sport Life Vest

2. RAINLEAF Microfiber Towel Perfect Sports, Travel & Towel. Fast Drying-Super Absorbent-Ul-       

    tra Compact. Suitable for Backpacking.

3. SEAVENGER Torpedo Swim Fins/Flippers with Gear Bag for Snorkeling & Diving. Perfect for  

    Travel.

4. International Power Adapter Plug (2 USB Ports) – US Europe France UK Ireland Thailand   

    China NZ Australia 100+ Countries.

5. YOOZON Selfie Stick Bluetooth, Extendable Selfie Stick with Wireless Remote and Tripod    

    Stand Selfie Stick.

6. Men & Women’s Water Shoes Quick Dry Barefoot for Swim Diving Surf Aqua Sports Pool     

    Beach Walking Yoga.

7. Anker PowerCore 10000, One of the Smallest and Lightest 10000mAh External Batteries.

8. KUSKY Full Face Snorkel Mask, New Foldable Snorkeling Mask with Detachable Camera    

    Mount Pivot Arm and Earplug.

You will surely find the products listed below 

very useful and handy. They are great acces-

sories to add to your travel gears for your 

next trip. Please check them out on Amazon 

and see for yourself how they can make your 

life easier.8RECOMMENDED 
PRODUCTS
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Thank you one more time for purchasing 

the 3OL Waterproof Dry Bag. 

We believe this product will meet your 

expectation and if it does please remember 

to leave us a review on AMAZON.

VITCHELO® Customer Happiness Team.

VITCHELO LLC

Las Vegas, Nevada 89135

Hotline: (888) 996 8677

Email: support@vitchelo.com

Website: https://www.vitchelo.com

https://www.facebook.com/VitcheloProducts
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